RESCUE OF THE MONTH
RECOGNISING OUTSTANDING RESCUES

NOR THERN WINNER

JANUARY 2013: TRUST WAIKATO RAGLAN SLSC

Date/time: 		
Saturday 12 January 2013 at 7.30pm
Location:			Ngaranui Beach
Lifeguards involved: Mark Shrimpton, Travis Slattery, Kris O’Neil,

Isaac Gilmour, Doug Leach, Aubrey Panis, Daniel Pene,
Mitchell McCabe-Shaw, Elliot Jessep

As Raglan Surf Lifeguards Travis
Slattery and Isaac Gilmour were
having dinner on the deck of their surf
club after a busy day patrolling, they
spotted three swimmers in difficulty
to the north of the club’s patrol tower.
An immediate decision was made to
assist the swimmers using an IRB. The
boat was quickly prepped by Lifeguards
Daniel Pene, Elliot Jessep and Mitchell
McCabe-Shaw, while Doug Leach and
Kris O’Neil prepared to crew the boat.
Upon reaching the bottom of the
hill, Doug received an urgent radio
call from Travis stating that two of the
three swimmers had made it back
to a nearby sand bank but the third
swimmer was periodically submerging.
Daniel drove the ATV into the water
with the IRB on the trailer so that the
IRB could be quickly launched. Doug
and Kris proceeded out to sea through
solid two metre surf in search of the
swimmer. At this time Mark Shrimpton
and Aubrey Panis walked into the club
and were briefed on what was happening
by Isaac Gilmour. Mark and Isaac
immediately went to launch a second IRB
and gather additional resuscitation gear.
Travis and Aubrey were having difficulty
keeping their eyes on the patient due to
the heavy surf, glare of the sun and the
patient’s submersion. Doug and Kris
were well offshore searching for the

swimmer and were also having difficulty
locating the patient. Kris radioed for
directions from Travis and was informed
that the patient had drifted 400m
north from where he was originally
sighted and was now submerged.
Doug positioned the IRB close to
the patient’s last known location, where
Kris was able to observe the patient
in the water briefly. They were able to
grab him and pull him up from under the
water. The patient was semi-conscious
and not breathing. Once in the IRB,
the patient’s level of consciousness
quickly deteriorated. Doug immediately
signalled for assistance and radioed
Travis that the patient was Status One
while Kris tried to maintain the patient’s
airway. Travis immediately called
Surf Com to request an ambulance.
The second IRB, crewed by Isaac
and Mark, then followed Kris and Doug
back to the beach in order to provide
assistance once on the sand. The
patient was carried up the beach using a
three man carry and laid on the sand. A
primary survey was carried out while Mark
prepared the first aid gear. The patient
was still unconscious, unresponsive
and not breathing effectively. Upon
hearing this, Travis, also an ambulance
officer, handed over the radio to Aubrey
so that he could assist with the patient
while Aubrey kept Surf Com informed of

the situation. The Surf Lifeguard team
provided oxygen therapy via bag mask
and airway management with suctioning
to prevent further aspiration of vomit.
At this time a full secondary survey
was completed. Aubrey then advised
that the local St. John P.R.I.M.E doctor
had arrived and an ambulance was not
far behind. Daniel, Elliot and Mitchell,
aided by members of the public, retrieved
both IRBs back onto their trailers and
assisted the other guards by providing
the necessary blankets and first aid
equipment from the club’s ATVs while also
preforming multiple preventative actions.
The patient was transported to Waikato
Hospital by ambulance as a Status Two.
He was still vomiting but was alert to
voice and was breathing effectively.
That incident brought the day’s
rescue total to nine with a further
800 preventative actions performed.
Without the prompt, effective action and
teamwork of the Surf Lifeguards involved,
the patient surely would have drowned.
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